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Alfresco living at its best!
Alfresco dining and outdoor living areas are growing
in popularity as an important part of new home
design. This trend in outdoor living is synonymous with
Australian culture and by all indications is here to stay.
The inclusion of retractable insect screens to an alfresco
room can transform an open space into a functional
insect free environment maintaining the ambience of
being outdoors and providing natural ventilation.
By installing retractable insect screens home owners can
experience outdoor entertaining with the comfort of
inside living and will appreciate the added convenience
that retractable screens offer making these fashionable
rooms a truly functional part of the home.
The revolutionary range of Monarch retractable insect
screens introduce a new dimension in screening
technology perfectly suited to screening alfresco rooms
and entertainment areas.
These innovative patio screening systems use the latest in
pleated retractable screen technology, they are manually
operated and do not use springs to retract the mesh. The
mesh cassettes and are fully removable from the opening
for cleaning and maintenance and can be stored away if
not used for extended periods.
When not in use the insect mesh is neatly stored in
protective housings to the side of the room maintaining

an open feeling to the room. The housing protects the
mesh from dust and air bourne pollutants providing
a cleaner living environment over that of fixed screen
systems. When insect protection is required the screen is
easily opened to provide an insect free environment.
Incorporating our Monarch range of screens to the
building design requires no structural alterations, the
screen fits neatly inside the existing opening directly
under the soffit. The patented floor guide is only 3mm
high fits directly to the selected floor finish using double
sided tape providing safe passage in and out of the
room.
Our patio screen system has a building in tolerance of
+/- 15mm and is delivered to site fully manufactured to
exact size ready for installation. The system can cover
openings up to 3.0m high by up to 10.0 metres in width.
The system is available in popular anodised and powder
coast finishes that will blend with any chosen décor.
Installation is a breeze and can be arranged by National
Screens or through our extensive Australia wide network
of distributors.
The integration of National Screens exclusive patio
screening system in home designs will enhance the
usable space of the home adding value, style and
functionally. They really are “screens for everyday living”.
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Monarch Ex retractable insect screen

The Monarch range of advanced retractable insect
screens will transform your patio or alfresco room
into a functional insect free room.
Outdoor dining and entertainment rooms are gaining
popularity as a major focal point in new home
design and lifestyle. Sadly mosquitoes, flies and other
annoying insects spoil the experience of outdoor
living and dining.
Retractable insect screens are the perfect solution
for creating an insect free environment whilst
maintaining the look and feeling of an open
space. Our pleated retractable insect screens store
conveniently to the side of the opening when not
in use and easily opened when insect protection is
required.

Monarch Maxi connection system

The Monarch range of retractable insect screens
provides the protection from insects that your family
deserves. Our patented pleated retractable insect
screens are the perfect balance of performance,
functionality and aesthetic appeal adding value to
your home and lifestyle.
Imagine relaxing with family and friends enjoying
fresh evening breezes and dinner parties without
annoying insects, this is the lifestyle you deserve.
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